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Pictured: Interscope Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta, aka Lady Gaga, has sold more than 27 million albums, won 11 Grammy Awards and redefined American dance-pop music. Her unique aesthetic and underground artistically influenced music has resulted in dozens of memorable music videos,
from Ingmar Bergmanesque Paparazzi to the slow-burning piano ballad Always Remember Us This Way, which features clips of Gaga's naturalistic performance in A Star is Born. In every one of her stages, from art school dropping out to pop wonder to country music singer, Gaga brought musical
excellence. You may not have enjoyed every incarnation of Gaga, but you've probably found them all unforgettable. If you're American (or British, or Australian), it's highly unlikely that you can at least humble the melodies of Shallow, Poker Face and Bad Romance. Grandparents everywhere enjoy Gaga's
duets with Tony Bennett, while Gen Xers as her Madonna-inspired songs and millennials kick her Mark Ronson collaboration. If you consider himself a rare person who appreciates all of Gaga's work as well, you'll love this quiz! We encourage you to correctly identify songs from each Gaga era, with only
screenshots from her music videos acting as clues. Do you think you can guess the names of all these Gaga bops? We dare to do this quiz! TRIVIA Can you identify a Taylor Swift song from a screenshot of a music video? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can you name a K-Pop song from a music video? 7
Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can you identify a Beyoncé song from a music video? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA MEDIUM Can you name Katy Perry's song from the music video image? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA EASY Can you identify a teen movie from a screenshot? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min
PERSONALITY What Disney Princess Song Are You? 5 minute quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can you name these 1980s music videos from a screenshot? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Can you bring Lana Del Rey Lyric to the song? 7 minute quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY Can we guess which Disney song irritates you
the most? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Can you name a pop song if we give you a few lyrics? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use the correct noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help you. Our award-winning
website offers reliable and easy understanding of explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times we ask you, but we
always explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick to us! Playing quizzes is free! We send to your inbox every week questions and personality tests. By clicking the Register button, you agree to our privacy policy and confirmation that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2021
InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, and System1 Company Skip Navigation! We have to wait a little longer for Lady Gaga Chromatica's new album. He was originally released on April 10 for the spread of the coronavirus. (Although, I think I speak for everyone when I say I'd like to listen to the new Lady Gaga bops
with friends through Zoom.) Although she can't be heard in full, Ariana Grande and Gaga teased her and Gaga's upcoming collaboration from the album on Twitter on Wednesday. Gaga's complete tracklist for Chromatic was leaked early this week, which revealed collapsing with Elton John (she's the
godmother of his sons, a fun fact), Blackpink, and Grande. It also revealed that she doesn't have one, not two, but three songs called Chromatic, because whatever Gaga wants to do, she'll do it, okay? On Wednesday, Grande tweeted about her song with Gaga called Rain On Me. It's a very fitting song for
them to collaborate on, because Grande has a penchant for clouds - an emoji she made sure to include in a tweet about their new shared song. Not much was known about grande and Gaga's new song, but Grande shared a snap of the 28th 2015 album, The New Song. Whatever Rain On Me is, it sounds
like it's connecting Grande and Gaga. happy birthday to the literal angel who changed my life in many ways! I'll talk about it more later, but ... u to make my heart feel so full and happy and @ladygaga. I wish you all the joy in the world today and every day! have some pasta, Grande wrote on Instagram.We'll
have to wait until we fully listen to Rain On Me, but Gaga released her single Chromatica Stupid Love earlier this year to roll over her monsters. Listen below: Arianators and Little Monsters should be thrilled because your favorite artists could collaborate on a new song together! They say Ariana Grande can
be featured on Lady Gaga's upcoming album, Chromatica, just weeks after its release. Ariana Grande | David Crotty/Patrick McMullan via Getty Images Although this speculation has not yet been confirmed or dismissed, fans believe the two singers have something big in store and are patiently waiting to
see if their speculation can be fuelled. Fans think recent Instagram posts hinted at a possible team-up with the release of Lady Gaga's new album in just a few weeks, with fans thinking she'll leave out subtle hints about what to expect from the recording. Although it has already announced that it will release
its new album on April 10 and is about to tour this year, Little Monsters are convinced that the next big announcement will come soon. Thanks to a few eagle eyes it is speculated that Gaga will soon announce a new collaboration that could be featured on her upcoming album. They say the Bad Romance
song recorded the song with Grande, and the reason fans think so could explode. The theory of fans is that singers gently hint at their possible collaboration on social media and announce this news every day. The rumours began to spread on 4 March 2009. After revealing her rainbow nail design, fans
began to point out that Grande had never had such a style before. It wasn't long before they began to link the theme of the singer's nail art to the theme of Gaga's new futuristic era, and now they believe the stars have made a music video for their gossipy collapsing. The singers were reportedly spotted in
the same rehearsal studio in addition to Grande's nail art, fans believe she and Gaga are collaborating on the song because of their recent interactions on social media. According to fans, the song thank you, another liked many gaga recent posts. Grande even commented: 'Adore u both so much, under a
snapshot of the A Star Is Born actress and her boyfriend, which was shared on Instagram on March 5, 2015. Following further fan speculation that Grande and Gaga were collaborating on the song together, fans recently picked up the news that the singers had been spotted in the same rehearsal studio. It
turns out Abby Lee Miller of Dance Mom saw two singers while they were doing a JoJo Siwy dance rehearsal. I went to visit @itsjojosiwa &amp; @richysquirrel and all the fabulous DREAM Tour dancers at their rehearsal, but on the way I got a little lost... rolled straight into Bieber's rehearsal, then nearly
flipped a little Miss @arianagrande! I was making my way to @ladygaga security caught up with me! Lol, she wrote in her Instagram post. While it's possible that Grande and Gaga rehearsed separately, there's a chance they might have met to go over some vocals or choreography for their new song. It
remains unclear whether the singers are actually collaborating on the song together. While there is quite substantial evidence to fuel fan speculation, it seems we will have to wait for Chromatic's release to see if this rumour is true. Lady Gaga is undoubtedly one of the main pop stars of the late 2000s and
2010s. She cultivates a very loyal Little Monsters fan base and has received far more critical acclaim than Katy Perry and Rihanna in the world. Choosing gag best song is a Heruleian task. Although she has produced many great pop songs that will no doubt pass the test of time, her latest number one
single on the Billboard Hot 100, Shallow, be the best song she's ever written. LOS ANGELES, CA - February 10: Lady Gaga poses in the press room during the 61st annual GRAMMY Awards at Staples Center on February 10, 2015 in Los Angeles. (Photo by Alberto E. Rodriguez/Getty Images for The
Recording Academy) Lady Gaga's more mature lyrics | Photo by Stuart C. Wilson/Getty Images As good as many dance-pop songs from Gaga's previous albums, such as The Fame and Artpop were, tended to lack lyrical depth. While many people enjoyed dancing in the club while listening to Gaga sing
Bluff with my muffin or I want a ride at a disco, these lyrics are not exactly something you'd hear in a Shakespearean sonnet or in a Leonard Cohen song. They are silly and funny lyrics that are designed for the dance floor, and succeed under these conditions. More thoughtful listeners, however, certainly
couldn't be blamed for wishing Gaga a touch more of substance. Shallow, on the other hand, uses some pretty clever metaphors to describe opening up to another person because of a greater level of emotional intimacy. No wonder this song helped A Star is Born become the most iconic romantic film
since 2000, when Titanic was released two decades earlier. It's an incredibly romantic song that's more emotionally compelling than most other songs in gaga canon. Lady Gaga's beautiful instrumentation | Kevin Winter/Getty Images Shallow isn't the first song Gaga has released. Gaga's albums often
included at least one song like Speechless or Dope, where he slows the pace to highlight a more meaningful set of lyrics. But none of Gaga's other ballads have as beautiful instrumentation as shallow. The song's sweeping production is built artistically and sounds more spectacular and powerful than any
other pop song from this decade. Gaga voice OF OSCARS® - 91st Oscars® broadcasts live on Sunday, Feb 24, 2019, at 8 p.m. At the Dolby Theatre® at the Hollywood &amp; Highland Center® in Hollywood and will be broadcast live on ABC television network.m at 8 p.m. EST/5:00.m PST. (Ed Herrera
via Getty Images) LADY GAGA, BRADLEY COOPER Although Gaga has been praised for her vocals, she is still underestimated in this regard. There's a good argument that Gaga deserves to be considered one of the greatest vocalists of all time, up there with Whitney Houston, Mariah Carey and Aretha
Franklin. Perhaps the reason Gaga isn't so highly rated is because she chooses not to show the power of her voice on every song she releases. As funny as a song like Paparazzi or Applause is, neither of them is particularly hard to sing. In Shallow, Gaga proudly shows off her vocal profies without going
over the top or stumbling across camp. as her idol and collaborator Christina Aguilera sometimes does. Her diva turn on the track is actually nicely complemented by Bradley Cooper's stylings. The differences between the way they sang encapsulate the personalities of the characters they play in the film.
Gaga's character, Ally, is a diva who craves the spotlight. Meanwhile, Cooper's character is old-school country singer à la Johnny Cash. Cash.
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